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In Malta, upon the formation of a company, one is obliged to register its
The law ﬁrm Salomon Partners was established in 2006 by several attorneys
Memorandum and Articles of Association with the Registrar of Companies.
from different Russian and international law ﬁrms. Coming together for the
The minimum share capital of a Private Limited Liability Company is !1,165.
purpose of engaging in our own private practice, we had a vision of a ﬁrm
rendering specialised legal services of the highest quality in the various areas
Provided that the Registrar of Companies is in possession of all incorporation documents,
of our commercial specialisation.

The deﬁnition of a company has been widened to include overKnowledge of these legal requirements is widespread within
seas branches (PEs) in Malta, which although not resident in Malta
the business community. However, registration authorities
carry out activities in Malta and which are neither incorporated nor
often change technical requirements relating to the company
resident in Malta provided that such companies are registered with
registration process and it might well be possible that a set of
the local tax authorities.
documents prepared in accordance with the rules effective half
registration may take place within 24 to 48 hours. Companies may also be re-domiciled into
Income and capital gains derived by a company from a ‘participata year ago would not be accepted by registrars today. In this
Malta.
ing holding’, qualiﬁes for a full refund of the Maltese tax paid by the
A primary goal of ours is to assist in the creation of corporate business structures that
case, the assistance of lawyers or specialised registration services
The minimum number of shareholders for a private non-exempt company is two. Nominee
company when distribution to shareholders is made.
permit the effective operation of a group of companies, minimising risks inherent in such
companies is often necessary.
shareholders are also permitted. Each company needs to have at least one director, who need
When distributions are made out of proﬁts earned from passive
businesses and reliably protecting the property rights of groups within the corporate
The company formation system in Russia has limited interacnot be Maltese nationals and may be a corporate body and one secretary.
interest and royalties, the shareholders may claim a refund of 5/7ths
asset structure. Corporate formation projects typically demand deep immersion into the
tion with systems in neighbouring jurisdictions. Within the CIS
Malta’s double tax conventions are based on the OCED Model and enjoy favourable withof the tax paid by the company.
internal corporate life of the client, requiring many hours of attentive dialogue with top
there exist international treaties that facilitate the exchange
holding tax rates. Malta currently has 48 double tax treaties in force both with EU and non-EU
When dividends are paid out of proﬁts allocated to the foreign
management, lawyers and other employees.
of information from the registers of legal entities as per the
countries.
income account and in respect of which proﬁts the company has
In Russia, the system for company formations can be characterised as a claiming system,
requests of state bodies. A similar treaty is being discussed with
Maltese companies deriving income arising outside Malta may avail themselves of relief from claimed double tax relief, the shareholders may apply for a refund of
in the sense that it is necessary to prepare and sign a set of documents and claim that
Cyprus. However, in practice, it is often faster and more efﬁcient
double taxation.These include Treaty Relief based on the speciﬁc double tax treaties, Unilateral two-thirds of the tax paid by the company.
the state registrar (now run by tax authorities) registers a company as a legal entity. No
to obtain the necessary information through lawyers in the
Relief
which is a mechanism
avoid double realising
taxation on
income
whichbeneﬁ
arises ts
outside
Malta
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them of the relevant corporate governance issues in the creWhen dividends are paid by trading companies, the shareholders become entitled to claim
consultancy amongst other services.
registration fee and ﬁle the documents with the registrar. Registration would usually take
ated companies and assist with any technicalities that may arise
a 6/7ths refunds of the Malta tax paid by the company.This results in an effective rate of Malta
At Spiteri Bailey & Co., we can establish tax-efﬁcient structures to
ﬁve to seven working days.
throughout the registration process.
tax of 5%. Shareholding may be held by individuals or through a Maltese parent company.
suit your particular requirements.
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of directors liability. Directors are generally responsible for
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See the following pages for information from advisers around
Many offshore and tax planning jurisdictions have made efforts to ensure that
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hen the decision has been made to establish a company in a foreign
jurisdiction it is important to consult a professional adviser from the
outset to help navigate the different laws and ﬁnancial/tax legislations in the chosen jurisdiction. Failure to do so can result in the process being
executed badly and even discarded as a viable route to future growth.
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